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DAY 1 WELCOMING NOVOSIBIRSK
Coach for airport transfer 

English speaking guide

TBA Arrival to Novosibirsk 

Meet and greet by English  speaking guide

10:00-14:00
City overview:  Opera and Ballet House and Lenin square, St. Nikolas Chapel and Aleksandr Nevskiy

Cathedral 

Optional Novosibirsk Museum of the Railway Technology

14:00-15:00 Lunch in local restaurant 

15:00- 16:00 Museum visit (Museum of Local History or Novosibirsk State Art Museum)

16:00-17:00 Transfer to hotel

Time to refresh

19:00-21:00 Welcome dinner in modern Russian restaurant SALT

21:00-21:30 Return to hotel

Evening at leisure



DAY 2 – OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Coach for full day tour 

English speaking guide

11:00 Breakfast in hotel and meeting with a guide

11:00-14:00 Transfer to city center/Shopping 

14:00-15:00 Lunch in local restaurant 

15:00-16:00 Transfer to hotel

Time to refresh

19:00-21:00 Dinner in SALT restaurant

21:00-21:30 Return to hotel

Evening at leisure

Turkish speaking guide/coordinator 

DAY 3 – OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

18:00-19:00 Dinner SibirSibir restaurant

19:00-21:00 Visiting Novosibirsk Opera and Ballet Theatre

DAY  4 - DEPARTURES

TIME TBA Coach and guide for departure



NOVOSIBIRSK



ACTIVITIES DESCRIPTIONS

NOBOSIBIRSK STATE ART MUSEUM

Rooms of Novosibirsk State Art Museum first opened to visitors at the end of December 1958. Since 1982, it is located

in a former Sibrevkoma - an architectural monument of federal importance, built in 1926, designed by the prominent

architect Siberian A.D.Kryachkova. Now funds of the museum houses more than 11,000 works of Russian and Western

European paintings, drawings, sculpture, decorative art XVI - XXI centuries, much of which is represented in the

permanent exhibition.

MUSEUM OF LOCAL HISTORY

The Museum is located in a heritage site of federal importance, the City Trade building.

The semi-basement of the building is occupied by a permanent exhibition called Ancient Siberia which recreates the

households and religion of the native peoples of Siberia.

NOBOSIBIRSK OPERA AND BALLET THEATRE

The Novosibirsk Opera and Ballet Theatre is the largest musical theatre of Russia. The theatre company has gained

a reputation of one of the best musical theatres of this country, and such reputation is supported by participation

in national and international festivals, interesting productions in its repertoire, many professional awards and extensive

touring. The building of the Novosibirsk Opera and Ballet Theatre is the well-deserved symbol and pride of the Siberia

region.



SALT RESTAURANT

SALT is a modern gastronomic restaurant in the center of Novosibirsk. Salt is the basis of gastronomy, the food is

not tasty without it, the extent of adding salt to the dish - a real art. Salt can be found on any kitchen. Effect of salt

on the life and worldview of human has always been great. The whole concept of SALT is focused on high

international standards. The design of the restaurant is elegant Nordic style.

LA MAISON RESTAURANT

Interior in modern style, ceremonies, silverware, impeccable etiquette. This means that any business-friendly

lunch and dinner will be remembered as a very special occasion. In confirmation of this it is mentioned that in

2007 there had dinner Presidents Vladimir Putin and Nursultan Nazarbayev. La Maison Restaurant can rightly be

considered one of the attractions of Novosibirsk.

Kitchen of the best houses in 1900s had united the two culinary cultures - French and Russian. The elegance of

the French approach to life had been mixed with Russian hospitality. Concept La Maison - tribute to this amazing,

fascinating era.

SIBIRSIBIR RESTAURANT

All that reminds of Siberia is widely used in the interior of the restaurant: samovars, teapots, blankets, various

pickles and other elements of the Russian-Siberian life. For example, a wall with boots and shawls. Or the ceiling

of the bar, ten thousand spoons, which effectively shimmer, riveting the attention of visitors. Cuisine is based on

several basic elements: a traditional Russian, the Soviet and modern Russian. It is worth emphasizing that the

local product is mainly used.

RESTAURANTS DESCRIPTIONS
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